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Abstract

In this paper we de�ne and study the global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and the global F-signature of prime

characteristic rings which are not necessarily local. Our techniques are made meaningful by extending many

known theorems about Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and F-signature to the non-local case.
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1. Introduction

Throughout, R will be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity. Unless otherwise stated, R is

of prime characteristic p. Let F e : R → R be the eth iterate of the Frobenius endomorphism, that is

F e(r) = rp
e

. Kunz's work in [25] equates �atness of F e with the property that R is regular, a foundational

result indicating asymptotic measurements of the Frobenius endomorphism can be used to measure the5

severity of the singularities of R. We will focus on the numerical invariants Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and

F-signature.

For the sake of simplicity in introducing Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and F-signature, assume that (R,m, k)

is a complete local domain, with unique maximal ideal m, dimension d, residue �eld k, and k1/p is �nite as

a k-vector space. If I ⊆ R is an ideal, I [pe] = (ip
e | i ∈ I) is the expansion of I along F e. If M is a �nite10

length R-module let λ(M) denote the length of M . If I is an m-primary ideal, so is I [pe] for each e ∈ N.

De�nition 1.1. Let (R,m, k) be a local ring of prime characteristic p and I an m-primary ideal. The

Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of I is

eHK(I) = lim
e→∞

λ(R/I [pe])/pe dim(R).

Monsky proved the existence of the limit eHK(I) in [29]. The Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R is de�ned

to be eHK(R) = eHK(m). It is well known that eHK(R) > 1 with equality if and only if R is regular, [42].
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More generally, it is known that su�ciently small values of Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity imply the properties

of being Gorenstein and strongly F-regular, [6, 4].15

Denote by F e∗R the R-module obtained via restriction of scalars via F e. Our hypotheses imply that

R is F-�nite, that is, F e∗R is a �nitely generated R-module for each e ∈ N. Moreover, we have that

λ(R/m[pe]R)/ped = µ(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R), where µ( ) denotes the minimal number of generators of a �nitely

generated R-module. In particular,

eHK(R) = lim
e→∞

µ(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R).

Thus, the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R is the asymptotic growth rate of the minimal number of generators

of F e∗R compared to its rank, a measurement that can also be discussed for rings that are not necessarily

local.

Now let R be an F-�nite domain, not necessarily local. With the above observation, we de�ne the global

Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R, still denoted eHK(R), as

eHK(R) = lim
e→∞

µ(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R),

provided the limit exists. Our �rst main result is the existence of the corresponding limit for any F-�nite

ring. In addition, we relate eHK(R) with the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicities eHK(RP ) of the localizations at20

primes P ∈ Spec(R), showing that such an invariant, even though it is de�ned globally, captures the local

properties of the ring. Finally, as for the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of a local ring, we show that small values

of eHK(R) imply that R has mild singularities. We summarize all these results in the following theorem. We

point out that our results hold in a more general setup than the one in which we state them here, as we will

show in Section 3.25

Theorem A. Let R and T be F-�nite domains, not necessarily local.

1. (Theorem 3.8) The limit eHK(R) = lime→∞ µ(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R) exists.

2. (Theorem 3.16) We have eHK(R) = max{eHK(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

3. (Theorem 3.20) The ring R is regular if and only if eHK(R) = 1.

4. (Theorem 3.20) Let e = max{e(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} where e(RP ) is the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of30

the local ring RP . If eHK(R) 6 1+max{1/ dim(R)!, 1/e}, then R is strongly F-regular and Gorenstein.

5. (Theorem 5.7) If R→ T is faithfully �at, then eHK(R) 6 eHK(T ).

We now turn our attention to the F-signature. To introduce it, we return to the assumptions that

(R,m, k) is a complete local domain of dimension d, and k1/p is a �nite k-vector space. As noted before, these

assumptions guarantee that R is F-�nite. We denote by frk(F e∗R) the maximal number of free R-summands35

appearing in all direct sum decompositions, equivalently the maximal number of free R-summands appearing

in a single direct sum decomposition, of F e∗R into indecomposable modules.
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De�nition 1.2. Let (R,m, k) be local domain of prime characteristic p and assume that R is F-�nite. The

F-signature of R is

s(R) = lim
e→∞

frk(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R).

Tucker proved the existence of s(R) in [41]. Before Tucker's proof of the existence of s(R), the study of

the asymptotic growth rate of the number of free summands of F e∗R originated in [37]. Huneke and Leuschke

coined the term F-signature in [22] and were able to show it exists under the additional assumption that R40

is Gorenstein. There were a number of papers written which established the existence of the F-signature for

certain classes of rings, see [22], [35], [3], [44], and [1]. As remarked by third author in [44], the study of

F-signature is closely related to relative Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity studied by Watanabe and Yoshida in [43].

Similar to Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity, particular values of s(R) determine the severity of the singularity of R.

Most notably, s(R) = 1 if and only if R is regular, as shown by Huneke and Leuschke in [22], and s(R) > 045

if and only if R is strongly F-regular by work of Aberbach and Leuschke in [5].

In order to globalize F-signature, note that the numbers frk(F e∗R) make sense also for F-�nite rings

which are not necessarily local. Unlike the local case, one has to consider all direct sum decompositions of

F e∗R to determine frk(F e∗R) and not just a single direct sum decomposition. Nevertheless, it is possible to

study the sequence of measurements frk(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R) for any F-�nite ring. We prove that the limit50

s(R) of such a sequence exists, and we call it the global F-signature of R. As with global Hilbert-Kunz

multiplicity, we relate s(R) with the local F-signatures s(RP ), for P ∈ Spec(R). In addition, we show that

special values of s(R) detect the singularities of the ring R, as in the case of local rings. Our main results

about F-signature, here stated for simplicity in a more restrictive setup than the one in which they actually

hold, are summarized in the following theorem.55

Theorem B. Let R and T be F-�nite domains, not necessarily local.

1. (Theorem 4.7) The limit s(R) = lime→∞ frk(F e∗R)/ rank(F e∗R) exists.

2. (Theorem 4.13) We have s(R) = min{s(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

3. (Theorem 4.15) The ring R is regular if and only if s(R) = 1.

4. (Theorem 4.15) The ring R is strongly F-regular if and only if s(R) > 0.60

5. (Theorem 5.1) If R→ T is faithfully �at, then s(R) > s(T ).

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 is used to set up notation and recall previously known

results. Section 3 develops the theory of global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of �nitely generated modules over

non-local F-�nite rings. We then introduce the theory of global F-signature of �nitely generated R-modules

over non-local F-�nite rings in Section 4. The global F-signature of a pair (R,D) where R is an F-�nite ring65

and D is a Cartier subalgebra is also introduced. In section 5 we study global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity

and global F-signature of faithfully �at extensions. Besides showing similarities between the local and global
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theory of Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and F-signature, we also provide examples in Sections 3, 4, and 5 which

illustrate their di�erences.

This article globally de�nes and analyzes two important F-invariants which have historically been studied70

locally. In [12], the authors of this paper establish results similar to those of this paper for other numerical

invariants, including Frobenius Betti numbers. In doing so, we globalize more F-invariants of interest.

2. Background

If R is a domain and M a �nitely generated R-module, the rank of M is de�ned as rankR(M) =

dimK(M ⊗R K), where K is the fraction �eld of R. When R is not a domain, the notion of rank is not75

necessarily uniquely de�ned. In particular, in this article we will need to use two di�erent de�nitions. Given

a �nitely generated R-module M , we de�ne the rank of M as rankR(M) = max{rankR/Q(M/QM) | Q ∈

Min(R)}, and we de�ne the min-rank ofM as min-rankR(M) = min{rankR/Q(M/QM) | Q ∈ Min(R)}. The

reason for giving the name of rank to the maximum of the ranks modulo minimal primes is that this is the

de�nition that we will mostly use in this article. Clearly, the two notions agree when R is a domain. As80

discussed in the introduction, we use λR( ) and µR( ) to denote the length of a �nite length R-module

and the minimal number of generators of a �nitely generated R-module respectively. If confusion is not likely

to arise, we commonly omit subscripts from these notations.

2.1. F-�nite rings

As discussed in the introduction, R is F-�nite if for some, equivalently for all positive integers e ∈ N,85

F e∗R is a �nitely generated R-module. Every F-�nite ring is excellent, [26, Theorem 2.5]. If R is F-�nite

and M a �nitely generated R-module, then F e∗M is a �nitely generated R-module for each e ∈ N. Once

again, F e∗M is the R-module M obtained via restriction of scalars by F e. If R is a domain, then F e∗R is

naturally isomorphic with R1/pe , the ring of peth roots of R, as R lies in an algebraic closure of its fraction

�eld. However, we will refrain from using this notation and henceforth use F e∗ .90

Let R be an F-�nite ring. Given P ∈ Spec(R) let κ(P ) = RP /PRP be the residue �eld of RP and let

α(P ) = logpe [F
e
∗κ(P ) : κ(P )], which is independent of the choice of e > 0. Let γ(R) = max{α(Q) | Q ∈

min(R)}. It is easily veri�ed that, if R is a domain, then rank(F e∗R) = peγ(R) for each e ∈ N. If M is a

�nitely generated R-module, I = AnnR(M), we de�ne γ(M) as γ(R/I).

2.2. Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity95

Suppose R = (R,m, k) is a local ring of prime characteristic p, of dimension d, andM a �nitely generated

R-module. Let I ⊆ R be an ideal. If I = (i1, . . . , is), then one easily checks that I [pe] = (ip
e

1 , . . . , i
pe

s ). So for
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each e ∈ N there are inclusions of ideals Isp
e ⊆ I [pe] ⊆ Ipe . Therefore if I is m-primary, so is each I [pe], and

we have the set of inequalities

λ(M/Ip
e

M) 6 λ(M/I [pe]M) 6 λ(M/Isp
e

M).

So as a function, λ(M/I [pe]M) = O(pe dim(M)). Monsky proved that the following limit exists:

lim
e→∞

1

ped
λ(M/I [pe]M).

Its limit is denoted eHK(I,M), and is called the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of I with respect toM . Moreover,

λ(M/I [pe]M) = eHK(I,M)ped +O(pe(d−1)).

We let eHK(M) = eHK(m,M) and call this number the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of M . Hilbert-Kunz

multiplicity is additive on short exact sequences. So if I is an m-primary ideal and 0→M ′ →M →M ′′ → 0

a short exact sequence of �nitely generated R-modules, then eHK(I,M) = eHK(I,M ′) + eHK(I,M ′′), see [29,100

Theorem 1.8]. Because of this, study of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of a �nitely generated R-module can

typically be reduced to the scenario that R is a domain and M = R.

There are theorems which relate values of λ(R/m[pe]R) and eHK(R) with the severity of the singularity

of (R,m, k), the �rst of which is Kunz's Theorem: If d is the Krull dimension of R and e ∈ N then

λ(R/m[pe]R) > ped with equality if and only if R is a regular local ring, [25, Theorem 3.3]. In particular, if105

R is regular then eHK(R) = 1. Kunz's Theorem motivates the philosophy that particular values of eHK(R)

controls the severity of the singularities of R. This philosophy has been signi�cantly developed since Kunz's

work.

Theorem 2.1. Let (R,m, k) be a formally unmixed local ring of characteristic p.

1. [42, Theorem 1.5] Then R is regular if and only if eHK(R) = 1.1110

2. [4, 6] Let e be the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of R. If eHK(R) 6 1 + max {1/dim(R)!, 1/e}, then R is

strongly F-regular and Gorenstein.

3. [4, 6, 10] There is a number δ > 0 depending only on the dimension of R such that if eHK(R) 6 1 + δ,

then R is regular.

Suppose that (R,m) → (T, n) is a �at local homomorphism of characteristic p local rings, M a �nitely115

generated R-module, andMT = M⊗RT . Then Kunz's methods in the proof of [26, Theorem 3.6, Proposition

3.9] can be used to show λR(M/m[pe]M)/pe dim(R) 6 λT (MT /n
[pe]MT )/pe dim(T ) for all e ∈ N. Furthermore,

equality holds if the closed �ber of R → T is regular. We formally state this result in the module case for

future reference and attribute it to Kunz.

1See [24] for a simpler proof.
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Theorem 2.2. Let (R,m, k) → (T, n, l) be a �at local ring homomorphism of local rings of prime charac-120

teristic p, and M a �nitely generated R-module. Denote MT = M ⊗R T . Then for each e ∈ N we have

λR(M/m[pe]M)/pe dim(R) 6 λT (MT /n
[pe]MT )/pe dim(T ), hence eHK(M) 6 eHK(MT ). Moreover, if T/mT is

regular, then for each e ∈ N we have that λR(M/m[pe]M)/pe dim(R) = λT (MT /n
[pe]MT )/pe dim(T ), hence

eHK(M) = eHK(MT ).

Kunz asked if R is an excellent equidimensional ring of prime characteristic p, for each e ∈ N is the125

function λe : Spec(R) → R sending P 7→ λ(RP /P
[pe]RP )/pe ht(P ) upper semi-continuous, see [26, Problem

page 1006]. Shepherd-Barron provides a counter-example to Kunz's problem and showed the answer to the

question is yes under the stronger assumption R is locally equidimensional, see [34]. As with Theorem 2.2,

Shepherd-Barron's solution to Kunz's question is easily generalized to the module case.

Theorem 2.3. Let R be a locally equidimensional excellent ring of prime characteristic p and let M be130

a �nitely generated R-module. Then for each e ∈ N the function λe : Spec(R) → R sending P 7→

λ(MP /P
[pe]MP )/pe ht(P ) is upper semi-continuous.

Remark 2.4. The proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that the function λe is dense upper semi-continuous. That

is for each P ∈ Spec(R) there exists a dense open set U containing P such that λe(Q) 6 λe(P ) for each

Q ∈ U .135

2.3. F-signature

Suppose that (R,m, k) is an F-�nite local ring of dimension d and prime characteristic p. For each e ∈ N,

let ae(R) be the maximal number of free R-summands appearing in various direct sum decompositions of

F e∗R, and call ae(R) the eth Frobenius splitting number of R. Suppose that F e∗R ∼= R⊕n ⊕Me where Me

does not contain a free summand. Consider the sets Ie = {r ∈ R | ϕ(F e∗ r) ∈ m,∀ϕ ∈ HomR(F e∗R,R)},140

introduced by Aberbach and Enescu [2]. Then, one can easily verify that Ie is an ideal of R, and that

F e∗ Ie
∼= mR⊕n ⊕Me. Therefore ae(R) is the maximal number of free R-summands appearing in any direct

sum decomposition of F e∗R. Motivated by Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity, it is natural to study the sequence of

numbers λ(R/Ie)/p
ed = ae(R)/peγ(R) for the purpose of studying the severity of the singularities of R.

Theorem 2.5. Let (R,m, k) be a local F-�nite ring of prime characteristic p.145

1. [41, Main Result] The following limit exists,

lim
e→∞

ae(R)

peγ(R)
.

Its limit is denoted s(R), and is called the F-signature of R.
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2. As a function in e, ae(R) = s(R)pγ(R) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)). 2

3. [22, Corollary 16] We have s(R) = 1 if and only if R is regular.

4. [5, Main Result] We have s(R) > 0 if and only if R is strongly F-regular.

Any strongly F-regular local ring is a domain. So the study of the F-signature is typically of interest150

when R is a domain.

Remark 2.6. De�ne the F-signature of a �nitely generated R-module M as follows. Let ae(M) be the

largest rank of a free module appearing in various or, equivalently, in a single direct sum decomposition of

F e∗M . The F-signature of M is de�ned to be s(M) = lime→∞ ae(M)/peγ(R), which exists by some simple

reductions to the scenario that M = R. Moreover, positivity of s(M) implies positivity of s(R). To see this155

one only needs to observe ae(M) 6 ae(R
⊕µ(M)) = µ(M)ae(R). It is also the case s(M) = rankR(M) s(R),

see [41, Theorem 4.11].

The third author naturally extends the notion of F-signature to all local rings which are not assumed

to be F-�nite in [44]. Let ER(k) denote the injective hull of k and let u ∈ ER(k) generate the socle.

Let Ie = {r ∈ R | u ⊗ F e∗ r = 0 ∈ ER(k) ⊗ F e∗R}. If (R,m, k) is F-�nite and of dimension d, then160

λ(R/Ie)/p
ed = ae(R)/peγ(R). If (R,m, k) is not necessarily F-�nite, the F-signature of R is de�ned to be

lime→∞ λ(R/Ie)/p
ed. The third author's observations in [44] and Tucker's work in [41] provide the existence

of the F-signature of a non-F-�nite local ring. Moreover, parts 3 and 4 of Theorem 2.5 remain valid without

the F-�nite assumption.

The third author has shown that if (R,m, k) is a non-regular local of of prime characteristic p and165

dimension d, then s(R) < 1− 1
d!pd

, see [44, Theorem 3.1]. We show how part 3 of Theorem 2.1 provides the

existence of a constant δ > 0, depending only on the dimension of a local ring, such that if (R,m, k) is local

of dimension d, of any prime characteristic, and non-regular, then s(R) < 1− δ.

Theorem 2.7. Fix d ∈ N. There is a number δ > 0 such that if (R,m, k) is an F-�nite of dimension d, of

any prime characteristic, and such that s(R) > 1− δ, then R is regular.170

Proof. Assume that R is non-regular and let δ be as in part 3 of Theorem 2.1. If R is not strongly F-regular,

then s(R) = 0 by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. Thus we may assume R is strongly F-regular, in particular R is a

domain and eHK(R) > 1+δ by part 3 of Theorem 2.1. By [22, Proposition 14] (e(R)−1)(1−s(R)) > eHK(R)−1

where e(R) is the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of R. As m[pe] ⊆ mp
e

, λ(R/m[pe]) > λ(R/mp
e

). Dividing by

ped and letting e→∞ shows eHK(R) > e(R)
d! . Simple manipulations of the these two inequalities provide the

2This result can be pieced together from results in [41] and [8]. See [31, Theorem 3.6] for a direct proof.
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following:

s(R) 6 1− eHK(R)− 1

d! eHK(R)− 1
=
d! eHK(R)− eHK(R)

d! eHK(R)− 1

=
d!− 1

d!− 1
eHK(R)

<
d!− 1

d!− 1
δ+1

= 1− δ

d!(δ + 1)− 1
.

�

Given a local ring (R,m, k) of prime characteristic p and of dimension d, let se(R) = λ(R/Ie)/p
ed and

call this number the eth normalized Frobenius splitting number of R. In [44], the third author proves

if (R,m) → (S, n) is �at, then for each e ∈ N, se(R) > se(T ). In other words, the normalized Frobenius

splitting numbers can only decrease after �at extensions. We formally state this theorem for future reference.175

Theorem 2.8 ([44, Theorem 5.4 (3), Theorem 5.5]). Let (R,m, k) → (T, n, l) be a �at local ring ho-

momorphism of local rings of prime characteristic p and let M be a �nitely generated R-module. Then

se(M) > se(M ⊗R T ) for each e ∈ N, hence s(M) > s(M ⊗R T ). Moreover, if T/mT is regular, then

se(M) = se(M ⊗R T ) for each e ∈ N, hence s(M) = s(M ⊗R T ).

2.4. Cartier subalgebras and the F-signature180

In [8, 9] Blickle, Schwede, and Tucker use the language of Cartier subalgebras to greatly generalize the

notion of the F-signature. Their generalization of the F-signature provide the correct framework to answer

a question of Aberbach and Enescu, see [2, Question 4.9] and [8, Remark 4.6].

We make the assumption that R is an F-�nite ring, not necessarily local. One can make CR =

⊕e∈N HomR(F e∗R,R) a graded Fp-algebra in a natural way. The 0th graded piece of CR is HomR(R,R) ∼= R.185

If ϕ ∈ HomR(F e∗R,R) and ψ ∈ HomR(F e
′

∗ R,R), then we let ϕ • ψ = ϕ ◦ F e∗ψ ∈ HomR(F e+e
′

∗ R,R). One

should observe that CR is non-commutative and that R ∼= HomR(R,R) is not central in CR. If r ∈ R,

ϕ ∈ HomR(F e∗R,R), and F e∗ s ∈ F e∗R, then r • ϕ(F e∗ s) = rϕ(F e∗ s) = ϕ(rF e∗ s) = ϕ(F e∗ r
pes) 6= ϕ(F e∗ rs) =

ϕ(F e∗ s) • r.

A Cartier subalgebra D is a graded Fp-subalgebra of CR such that the 0th graded piece of D is190

HomR(R,R), which is all of the 0th graded piece of CR. Let De denote the eth graded piece of D . We refer

the reader to [7] for a more thorough introduction to Cartier subalgebras.

Given a Cartier subalgebra D we call a summand M of F e∗R a D-summand if M ∼= R⊕n is free and

the map F e∗R → M ∼= R⊕n is a direct sum of elements of De. The assumption that D0 = HomR(R,R)

implies that the chosen isomorphism of M ∼= R⊕n does not a�ect whether M is a D-summand or not. If195

R = (R,m, k) is local, then the eth Frobenius splitting number of (R,D) is de�ned to be the maximal rank

of a free D-summand appearing in various direct sum decompositions of F e∗R and is denoted ae(R,D). As

with the usual Frobenius splitting numbers, one only needs to look at a single direct sum decomposition of
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F e∗R to determine ae(R,D), see [8, Proposition 3.5]. Observe that if D = CR then ae(R,D) = ae(R) is the

usual eth Frobenius splitting number of R. To ease notation, we will typically write se(R,D) to represent200

ae(R,D)/peγ(R).

Suppose R is an F-�nite domain. We de�ne two classes of Cartier subalgebras which arise from geometric

considerations, see [18, 17, 40]. Let 0 6= a ⊆ R be an ideal. For t ∈ R>0, de�ne C at =
⊕

e>0 C at

e , where

C at

e = F e∗ a
dt(pe−1)eHomR(F e∗R,R)

= {φ(F e∗x · ) | F e∗x ∈ F e∗ adt(p
e−1)e and φ ∈ HomR(F e∗R,R)}.

Suppose R is an F-�nite normal domain and ∆ is an e�ective Q-divisor on Spec(R), de�ne C (R,∆) =⊕
e>0 C

(R,∆)
e , where

C
(R,∆)
e = {φ ∈ HomR(F e∗R,R) | ∆φ > ∆}

= im (HomR(F e∗R(d(pe − 1)∆e), R)→ HomR(F e∗R,R)) .

Given a Cartier subalgebra D , let ΓD = {e ∈ N | De 6= 0}. One can easily check that ΓD is a subsemigroup

of N. A Cartier subalgebra D , or the pair (R,D), is called strongly F-regular if for every r ∈ R there is an

e ∈ ΓD and ϕ ∈ De such that ϕ(F e∗ r) = 1. Blickle, Schwede, and Tucker prove the following:

Theorem 2.9. Let (R,m, k) be an F-�nite local domain and let D be a Cartier subalgebra.205

1. [8, Theorem 3.11] The following limit exists,

lim
e∈ΓD→∞

se(R,D).

Its limit is denoted s(R,D) and is called the F-signature of (R,D).

2. [8, Theorem 3.18] We have s(R,D) > 0 if and only if (R,D) is strongly F-regular.

2.5. Basic element results

Unless otherwise stated, the results which we recall in this subsection are characteristic independent. We

only require that R is Noetherian of �nite Krull dimension d. The �rst result we recall is a weakening of the210

Forster-Swan Theorem. We refer the reader to [16] and [39] for the original statements. We also recommend

reading [14] and the material surrounding [28, Theorem 5.8] for a historical discussion of the Theorem.

Theorem 2.10 (Forster-Swan Theorem). If A is a Noetherian ring of �nite Krull dimension, e.g., A is

of prime characteristic and F-�nite, and N is a �nitely generated R-module, then µA(N) 6 max{µAP (NP ) |

P ∈ Supp(N)}+ dim(A).215

Another result which can be obtained by basic element techniques is Sta�ord's generalization of Serre's

Splitting Theorem, [33, Theorem 1]
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Theorem 2.11 ([38]). 3 Let R be a Noetherian ring of �nite Krull dimension d, e.g., R is an F-�nite ring

of prime characteristic p. Suppose that M is a �nitely generated R-module and that for each P ∈ Spec(R),

MP contains a free RP -summand of rank at least d+ 1, then M contains a free summand.220

We now introduce some terminology in order to recall another theorem from [11]. Let R be a commutative

Noetherian ring, M a �nitely generated R-module. Let E be a submodule of HomR(M,R). We say that a

summand N of M is a free E -summand if N ∼= R⊕n is free, and the projection ϕ : M → N ∼= R⊕n is a

direct sum of elements of E . Observe that that choice of an isomorphism N ∼= R⊕n does not a�ect whether

or not N is an E -summand.225

Theorem 2.12 ([11, Theorem C]). Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring of dimension d, let M a

�nitely generated R-module, and let E be an R-submodule of HomR(M,R). Assume that, for each P ∈

Spec(R), MP contains a free EP -summand of rank at least d+ 1. Then M contains a free E -summand.

Theorem 2.12 applies to Cartier algebras. The assumption that D is a Cartier algebra implies that

De ⊆ HomR(F e∗R,R) is an R-submodule, and Theorem 2.12 yields the following.230

Theorem 2.13. Let R be an F-�nite domain, D be a Cartier algebra, and e ∈ ΓD . Suppose that, for all

P ∈ Spec(R), we have ae(RP ,DP ) > dim(R) +m, where m is a �xed positive integer. Then ae(R,D) > m.

3. Global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity

Recall that if R is an F-�nite ring then we let γ(R) = max{α(Q) | Q ∈ Min(R)}. If R is F-�nite and M

is a �nitely generated R-module, de�ne

eHK(M) = lim
e→∞

µ(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
.

Theorem 3.8 shows that the limit exists, and we call it the global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of M . We observe

that eHK(M) agrees with the usual Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of M if R is local, see Remark 3.13.235

Before continuing, observe that µ(F e∗M) can be reinterpreted as the smallest rank of a free module F

mapping onto F e∗M . If R is local then the set of �nitely generated free modules agrees with the set of �nitely

generated projective modules. Thus it is natural to set µ̃(F e∗M) to be the smallest rank of a projective

module mapping onto F e∗M and studying the limit lime→∞ µ̃(F e∗M)/peγ(R). We refer the reader to the

proof of Theorem 3.16 to see that Theorem 2.10 shows

µ(F e∗M)− dim(R) 6 µ̃(F e∗M) 6 µ(F e∗M)

3The authors of this paper have recently written a paper providing alternative proofs of Theorem 2.11 in the commutative

case, see [11]. Moreover, the results of [11] allows us to establish the existence of a global F-signature of Cartier subalgebra in

Theorem 4.19.
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and therefore the sequences µ(F e∗M)/peγ(R) and µ̃(F e∗M)/peγ(R) converge to the same limit. But �rst,

we wish to establish the existence of global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity without referencing any of the basic

element results found in Section 2.5.

The following Lemma is a global version of an observation made by Dutta in [13]. Lemma 3.1 has shown

itself to be useful in positive characteristic commutative algebra. Huneke's survey paper [21] uses a local240

version of Lemma 3.1 to prove the existence of Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and the F-signature. Lemma 3.1

is used by the second author in [32] to establish the presence of strong uniform bounds found in all F-�nite

rings.

Lemma 3.1 ([32, Lemma 2.2]). Let R be an F-�nite domain. Then there exists a �nite set of nonzero

primes S(R), and a constant C, such that for every e ∈ N,245

1. there is a containment of R-modules R⊕p
eγ(R) ⊆ F e∗R,

2. which has a prime �ltration with prime factors isomorphic to R/Q, where Q ∈ S(R),

3. and for each Q ∈ S(R), the prime factor R/Q appears no more than Cpeγ(R) times in the chosen prime

�ltration of R⊕p
eγ(R) ⊆ F e∗R.

Corollary 3.2. Let R be an F-�nite ring andM a �nitely generated R-module. Then µ(F e∗M) = O(peγ(M)).250

Proof. Counting minimal number of generators is sub-additive on short exact sequences and restricting

scalars is exact. Thus by considering a prime �ltration of M , we are reduced to showing that if M = R is

an F-�nite domain, then there is a constant C such that for every e > 0, µ(F e∗R) 6 Cpeγ(R).

Suppose that R is an F-�nite domain and let S(R) and C be as in Lemma 3.1. If S(R) is empty, i.e.,

for each e we can take the inclusions R⊕p
eγ(R) ⊆ F e∗R to be the surjective as well, then there is nothing to255

show. For each e > 0 let Te = F e∗R/R
⊕peγ(R)

. Then we can �nd a prime �ltration of Te, whose prime factors

are isomorphic to R/Q, where Q ∈ S(R), and such a prime factor appears no more than Cpeγ(R) times.

In particular, Te has a prime �ltration with no more than C|S(R)|peγ(R) prime factors. By considering

the short exact sequence 0 → R⊕p
eγ(R) → F e∗R → Te → 0 and the prime �ltration of Te, we have that

µ(F e∗R) 6 µ(R⊕p
eγ(R)

) + µ(Te) = peγ(R) + µ(Te) 6 (1 + C|S(R)|)peγ(R). �260

Lemma 3.3. Let R be an F-�nite ring and let M,N be �nitely generated R-modules which are isomorphic

at minimal primes of R. Then µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗N) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. As M and N are assumed to be isomorphic at minimal primes, we can �nd right exact sequences

M → N → T1 → 0 and N →M → T2 → 0 such that T1 and T2 are not supported at any minimal prime of

R. Hence for each e ∈ N we have right exact sequences F e∗M → F e∗N → F e∗T1 → 0 and F e∗N → F e∗M →

F e∗T2 → 0. It follows that

|µ(F e∗M)− µ(F e∗N)| 6 max{µ(F e∗T1), µ(F e∗T2)}.
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Therefore by Corollary 3.2,

|µ(F e∗M)− µ(F e∗N)| = O
(
pe(max{γ(T1),γ(T2)})

)
.

For i = 1, 2, let Ii = AnnR(Ti). Then there is a Pi ∈ Spec(R) such that γ(Ti) = α(Pi/Ii) + ht(Pi/Ii).

Observe that α(Pi/Ii) + ht(Pi/Ii) = α(Pi) + ht(Pi/Ii) < α(Pi) + ht(Pi) 6 γ(R), which completes the proof

of the Lemma. �265

Remark 3.4. The method of Lemma 3.3 shows something a bit stronger. If we set Assh(R) = {P ∈

Min(R) | α(P ) = γ(R)} and assume that M,N are �nitely generated R-modules which are isomorphic at

the minimal primes in Assh(R), then µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗N) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)). Recall that in Section 2 we used

Assh(R) to denote the set of minimal primes Q of a local ring (R,m, k) such that dim(R/Q) = dim(R). The

following Lemma justi�es our use of Assh(R).270

Lemma 3.5. Let (R,m, k) be an F-�nite local ring and let P be a minimal prime of R. Then α(P ) = γ(R)

if and only if dim(R/P ) = dim(R).

Proof. Observe that if P ∈ Min(R), then α(P ) = α(P/P ) in the local domain R/P . By [26, Proposi-

tion 2.3], α(P ) = dim(R/P ) + α(m/P ) = dim(R/P ) + α(m). This shows a minimal prime P ∈ Min(R) in a

local ring satis�es dim(R) = dim(R/P ) if and only if α(P ) = γ(R). �275

The following is a Corollary to Lemma 3.3.

Corollary 3.6. Let R be an F-�nite ring and 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 a short exact sequence of �nitely

generated R-modules. Then µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗M
′ ⊕ F e∗M ′′) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. First suppose that R is a reduced ring. Then M is isomorphic to M ′ ⊕M ′′ at minimal primes of

R. Hence by Lemma 3.3, µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗M
′ ⊕ F e∗M ′′) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)).280

Now suppose that R is not necessarily reduced and choose e0 large enough such that
√

0
[pe0 ]

= 0. Denote

by S the image of R under the e0th iterate of Frobenius, F e0 : R→ R. Then S is a reduced ring which R is

module �nite over. Suppose that N is a �nitely generated R-module. Observe that the elements n1, . . . , n`

are a generating set for N as an S-module if and only if F e0∗ n1, . . . , F
e0
∗ n` are a generating set for F e0∗ N as

an R-module. It follows that for each e ∈ N that µR(F e+e0∗ N) = µS(F e∗N), which reduces the proof of the285

Corollary to the reduced case. �

One should observe that µ(F e∗M
′ ⊕ F e∗M ′′) 6 µ(F e∗M

′) + µ(F e∗M
′′), but equality does not necessarily

hold since R is not assumed to be local. If fact, one can not even hope to prove µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗M
′) +

µ(F e∗M
′′) + O(pe(γ(R)−1)). If such an inequality held, then one could establish that global Hilbert-Kunz

multiplicity was additive on short exact sequences.290
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Example 3.7. Global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is not additive on direct summands, hence not additive on

short exact sequences. Let R = Fp × Fp. For each e ∈ N, F e∗R ∼= R, hence µ(F e∗R) = 1 for each e ∈ N

and eHK(R) = 1. Let M1 = Fp × 0 and M2 = 0 × Fp, the two direct summands of Fp of R. Then for each

e ∈ N, F e∗M1
∼= M1 and F e∗M2

∼= M2. Hence eHK(M1) = 1 and eHK(M2) = 1, but eHK(M1 ⊕M2) 6= 2.

Nevertheless, Corollary 3.17 below shows that global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is additive if R is assumed295

to be a domain.

We now prove the existence of global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity.

Theorem 3.8. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module. Then the limit eHK(M) =

lim
e→∞

µ(F e∗M)/peγ(R) exists. Moreover, there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each e ∈ N, eHK(M) 6

µ(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
+
C

pe
.300

Proof. Suppose that 0 = M0 ⊆ M1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ M` = M is a prime �ltration of M with Mi/Mi−1
∼= R/Qi.

Repeated use of Corollary 3.6 allows us to reduce proving the existence of global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity

to the scenario that M ∼= R/Q1 ⊕ R/Q2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R/Q`, a direct sum of modules of the form R/Qi where

Qi ∈ Spec(R).

Suppose that Assh(R) is as in Remark 3.4. By rearranging and relabeling as necessary, we may assume305

that Q1, . . . , Qi ∈ Assh(R) and Qi+1, . . . , Q` 6∈ Assh(R). Hence M and R/Q1 ⊕ R/Q2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R/Qi are

isomorphic when localized at each Q ∈ Assh(R). Thus by Remark 3.4, we are further reduced to the

scenario M ∼= R/Q1 ⊕R/Q2 ⊕ · · · ⊕R/Q` where each Qi ∈ Assh(R).

A prime Q is an element of Assh(R) if and only if F∗(R/Q) has rank pγ(R) as an R/Q-module. It follows

that there is a right exact sequence

M⊕p
γ(R)

→ F∗M → T → 0

such that TQ = 0 for each Q ∈ Assh(R). As restricting scalars is exact, for each e ∈ N there is a right exact

sequence

F e∗M
⊕pγ(R)

→ F e+1
∗ M → F e∗T → 0.

For each e ∈ N,

µ(F e+1
∗ M) 6 µ(F e∗M

⊕pγ(R)

) + µ(F e∗T ) 6 pγ(R)µ(F e∗M) + µ(F e∗T ).

As T is not supported at any prime of Assh(R), by Corollary 3.2 there is a constant C ∈ R such that for

each e ∈ N, after dividing by p(e+1)γ(R),

µ(F e+1
∗ M)

p(e+1)γ(R)
6
µ(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
+
C

pe
.

The theorem follows by [31, Lemma 3.5] �
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Corollary 3.9 (Associativity Formula). Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module.

Then

µ(F e∗M) = µ

 ⊕
Q∈Assh(R)

λRQ (MQ)⊕
i=1

F e∗ (R/Q)

+O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

In particular,

eHK(M) = eHK

 ⊕
Q∈Assh(R)

λ(MQ)⊕
i=1

F e∗ (R/Q)

 .

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.8 it was observed that

µ(F e∗M) = µ(F e∗ (R/Q1 ⊕R/Q2 · · · ⊕R/Q`)) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)),

where R/Qi are the various prime factors appearing in a prime �ltration of M with Qi ∈ Assh(R). Given310

a prime Q ∈ Assh(R), the number of times R/Q appears as a prime factor in a prime �ltration of M is

precisely λRQ(MQ). �

If (R,m, k) is a local F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module, then Monsky's original proof

of the existence of Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity in [29] showed µ(F e∗M) = eHK(M)peγ(R) + O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Equivalently, there is a constant C ∈ R such that |µ(F e∗M) − eHK(M)peγ(R)| 6 Cpe(γ(R)−1). To extend315

Monsky's original result to the global case, we �rst record the following application of Theorem 2.10.

Lemma 3.10. Let R be a Noetherian ring of �nite Krull dimension. Suppose that M is a �nitely generated

R-module. Then for each n ∈ N,

|µ(M⊕n)− nµ(M)| 6 ndim(R).

Proof. It is easy to see that µ(M⊕n) 6 nµ(M). By Theorem 2.10 there is a P ∈ Spec(R) such that µ(M) 6

µ(MP )+dim(R). Hence nµR(M) 6 nµRP (MP )+ndim(R) = µRP (M⊕nP )+n dim(R) 6 µR(M⊕n)+n dim(R).

�

Theorem 3.11. Let R be an F-�nite ring andM a �nitely generated R-module. Then µ(F e∗M) = eHK(M)peγ(R)+320

O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.8, one can reduce all considerations to the scenario M ∼= R/Q1 ⊕

· · ·R/Q` where each Qi ∈ Assh(R). Hence there is a right exact sequence of the form

F∗M →M⊕p
γ(R)

→ T → 0

such that TQ = 0 for each Q ∈ Assh(R). For each e ∈ N,

µ(F e∗M
⊕pγ(R)

) 6 µ(F e+1
∗ M) + µ(F e∗T ).
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By Lemma 3.10,

pγ(R)µ(F e∗M) 6 µ(F e+1
∗ M) + µ(F e∗T ) + pγ(R) dim(R).

By Corollary 3.2 there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each e ∈ N, µ(F e∗T ) 6 Cpe(γ(R)−1). Dividing by

p(e+1)γ(R) and applying a crude estimate shows

µ(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
6
µ(F e+1

∗ M)

p(e+1)γ(R)
+
C + dim(R)

pe
.

The theorem follows from Theorem 3.8 and [31, Lemma 3.5]. �

Corollary 3.12. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module. Then the limit eHK(M) =

lim
e→∞

µ(F e∗M)/peγ(M) exists and eHK(M) > 1. Moreover, µ(F e∗M) = eHK(M)peγ(M) +O(pe(γ(M)−1)).

Proof. For existence, apply Theorems 3.8 and 3.11 to the module M , but viewed as an R/AnnR(M)-325

module. To see that eHK(M) > 1, one may assume that γ(M) = γ(R) and show eHK(M) > 1. The

assumption γ(M) = γ(R) is equivalent toMQ 6= 0 for some Q ∈ Assh(R). Then µR(F e∗M) > µRQ(F e∗MQ) =

λRQ(MQ/Q
[pe]MQ)peα(Q) > λRQ(MQ)peγ(R). Divide by peγ(R) and let e→∞ to see eHK(M) > λ(MQ) > 1.

�

Remark 3.13. Let (R,m, k) be a local F-�nite ring and let M be a �nitely generated R-module. Then for330

each e ∈ N, µ(F e∗M)/peγ(R) = λ(M/m[pe]M)/pe dim(R), see Lemma 3.5. In particular, the global Hilbert-

Kunz multiplicity of M is the same as the one de�ned in the local setting.

Suppose that R is an F-�nite domain. Then for each P ∈ Spec(R), rankR(F e∗R) = rankRP (F e∗RP ).

It follows that µR(F e∗R)/ rankR(F e∗R) > µRP (F e∗RP )/ rankRP (F e∗RP ) and therefore eHK(R) > eHK(RP ).

Theorem 3.16 below shows that under such hypotheses, eHK(R) = max{eHK(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. It will

not always be the case that global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is an upper bound of {eHK(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

see Example 3.18 below. To better describe the scenario in all F-�nite rings, let

ZR = {P ∈ Spec(R) | ht(P ) + α(P ) = γ(R)}.

Observe that if R is an F-�nite domain, then ZR = Spec(R). More generally, P ∈ ZR if and only if there is

some Q ∈ Min(R) such that γ(RQ) = γ(R) and Q ⊆ P if and only if there is some Q ∈ Assh(R) such that

Q ⊆ P . Therefore ZR = ∪Q∈Assh(R)V (Q) is a closed set.335

The following theorem is a generalization of Smirnov's theorem that Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is upper

semi-continuous on the spectrum of rings which are locally equidimensional, [36, Main Result].

Theorem 3.14. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-modules. For each e ∈ N the

function µe : ZR → R sending P 7→ µRP (F e∗MP )/peγ(RP ) is upper semi-continuous. Moreover, the functions

µe converge uniformly to their limit, namely eHK : ZR → R sending P 7→ eHK(MP ). In particular, the340

function eHK : ZR → R is upper semi-continuous and sup{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} = max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR}.
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Proof. For each e ∈ N, the function µ̃e : Spec(R)→ N sending P 7→ µRP (F e∗MP ) is easily seen to be upper

semi-continuous on all of Spec(R). For each P ∈ ZR, γ(RP ) = γ(R). Hence µe is upper semi-continuous on

ZR. As µRP (F e∗MP )/peγ(RP ) = λRP (MP /P
[pe]MP )/pe ht(P ), the uniform convergence of µe follows from [32,

Theorem 5.1] �345

Our next theorem relates the global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of an F-�nite ring with the Hilbert-Kunz

multiplicities of various localizations of R. We �rst need a lemma.

Lemma 3.15. Let R be an F-�nite ring. Suppose M is a �nitely generated R-module such that γ(M) =

γ(R). There exists e0 ∈ N such that for all e > e0, ∅ 6= {P ∈ Spec(R) | µ(F e∗M) 6 µ(F e∗MP ) + dim(R)} ⊆

ZR. In particular, {P | µ(F e∗MP ) = max{µ(F e∗MQ)}} ⊆ ZR for all e > e0.350

Proof. Suppose that M is a �nitely generated R-module such that γ(M) = γ(R). Then eHK(M) > 1

by Corollary 3.12. By Theorem 2.10, for each e ∈ N there exists Pe ∈ Spec(R) such that µR(F e∗M) 6

µRPe (F e∗MPe) + dim(R). By [32, Proposition 3.3] there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each P ∈ Spec(R),

λRP (MP /P
[pe]MP ) 6 Cpe ht(P ). Equivalently, there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each P ∈ Spec(R),

µRP (F e∗MP ) 6 Cpe(ht(P )+α(P )). Suppose there existed an in�nite subset Γ ⊆ N such that for each e ∈ Γ the

prime Pe could be chosen such that Pe 6∈ ZR. Then for each e ∈ Γ,

µR(F e∗M) 6 µRPe (F e∗MPe) + dim(R) 6 Cpe(ht(P )+α(P )) + dim(R) 6 Cpe(γ(R)−1) + dim(R).

Dividing by peγ(R) and letting e ∈ Γ→∞ shows eHK(M) = 0. �

Theorem 3.16. Let R be an F-�nite ring and let M be a �nitely generated R-module. Then the following

limits exist.

1. eHK(M) = lim
e→∞

µR(F e∗M)/peγ(R),

2. lim
e→∞

µ̃(F e∗M)/peγ(R),355

3. lim
e→∞

λRQe (MQe/Q
[pe]
e MQe)/p

e ht(Qe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

µRQe (F e∗MQe) = max{µRP (F e∗MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

4. lim
e→∞

eHK(MQe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

µ(F e∗MQe) = max{µRP (F e∗MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

The above limits agree, with the common value being max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR}.

Proof. We begin by showing that the limits in 1, 3, and 4 agree. It is clear that µR(F e∗M) > µRP (F e∗MP )

for all P ∈ Spec(R). So for every P ∈ ZR,

µ(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
>
µRP (F e∗MP )

peγ(R)
=
λ(MP /P

[pe]MP )

pe(γ(R)−α(P ))
=
λ(MP /P

[pe]MP )

pe ht(P )
.
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Letting e → ∞ we see that eHK(M) > eHK(MP ) for every P ∈ ZR. This shows that eHK(M) >

sup{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} which is equal to max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} by Theorem 3.14.

By [32, Theorem 5.1] and Theorem 3.8, if ε > 0 then for e� 0,

1.

∣∣∣∣λRP (MP /P
[pe]MP )

pe ht(P )
− eHK(MP )

∣∣∣∣ < ε/3 for all P ∈ Spec(R),360

2.

∣∣∣∣µR(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
− eHK(M)

∣∣∣∣ < ε/3, and

3.
dim(R)

peγ(R)
< ε/3.

For each e > 0 let Qe ∈ Spec(R) be such that max{µRP (F e∗MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} = µRQe (F e∗MQe). By

Theorem 2.10 µR(F e∗M) 6 µRQe (F e∗MQe) + dim(R) and by Lemma 3.15, the prime Qe ∈ ZR for all e� 0.

Therefore if e is suitably large,

eHK(MQe) 6 eHK(M) <
µR(F e∗M)

peγ(R)
+ ε/3 6

µRQe (F e∗MQe)

peγ(R)
+

dim(R)

peγ(R)
+ ε/3

<
µRQe (F e∗MQe)

peγ(R)
+ ε/3 + ε/3 =

λRQe (MQe/Q
[pe]
e MQe)

pe ht(P )
+ ε/3 + ε/3

< eHK(MQe) + ε/3 + ε/3 + ε/3 = eHK(MQe) + ε.

Thus eHK(M) 6 max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} and we must have equality. Furthermore, the above chain of365

inequalities shows that the limits in 3 and 4 of the statement of the theorem exist and both converge to

eHK(M).

It remains to show the limits in 1 and 2 agree. Recall that µ̃(F e∗M) is the smallest rank of a projective

module mapping onto F e∗M . Since every free module is projective, µ̃(F e∗M) 6 µ(F e∗M). By Theorem 2.10

there is Q ∈ Spec(R) such that F e∗MQ is generated by at most µ(F e∗M) − dim(R) elements. If P is370

a projective module mapping onto F e∗M then rank(P ) > rank(PQ) > µ(F e∗MQ) > µ(F e∗M) − dim(R).

Therefore µ(F e∗M)− dim(R) 6 µ̃(F e∗M) 6 µ(F e∗M) and the limits in 1 and 2 agree. �

Corollary 3.17. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = V (Q) for some prime ideal Q, e.g., R is a

domain. Then global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is additive on short exact sequences. Furthermore, if M is

any �nitely generated R-module, then eHK(M) = λRQ(MQ) eHK(R/Q).375

Proof. Let ` = λRQ(MQ). It is enough to show that eHK(M) = ` eHK(R/Q). Corollary 3.9 shows that

eHK(M) = eHK(
⊕`

R/Q). We can now use Theorem 3.16 to conclude that

eHK(M) = max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} = `max{eHK(RP /QRP ) | P ∈ ZR} = ` eHK(R/Q).

The proof is complete. �

Example 3.18. If ZR 6= Spec(R), then global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity is not an upper bound of {eHK(RP ) |

P ∈ Spec(R)}. Let K be an F-�nite �eld and (T,m) a local F-�nite domain such that γ(K) > γ(T ) and
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eHK(T ) > 1 and let R = K × T . Then ZR consists of the single prime 0 × T , hence by Theorem 3.16

eHK(R) = 1 < eHK(RK×m) = eHK(T ).380

We now provide the global analogue of Theorem 2.1. We remark that F-�nite domains satisfy the

hypotheses Lemma 3.19 and Theorem 3.20.

Lemma 3.19. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = Spec(R) and such that every associated prime of

R is minimal. Then for each P ∈ Spec(R), RP is formally unmixed.

Proof. The assumption that ZR = Spec(R) implies ZRP = Spec(RP ) for each P ∈ Spec(R). Hence R is385

locally equidimensional by Lemma 3.5. By Ratli�, the completion of an excellent equidimensional local ring

is equidimensional, see [23, Corollary B.4.3 and Theorem B.5.1]. As R is excellent, RP → R̂P has regular

�bers by [27, Section 33, Lemma 4]. In particular, all associated primes of R̂P are minimal, completing the

proof of the Lemma. �

Theorem 3.20. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = Spec(R) and such that every associated prime of390

R is minimal.

1. Then R is regular if and only if eHK(R) = 1.

2. Let e = max{e(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}, where e(RP ) is the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of the local ring

RP . If eHK(R) 6 1 + max {1/dim(R)!, 1/e}, then R is strongly F-regular and Gorenstein.

3. There is a number δ > 0, depending only on the dimension of R such that if eHK(R) 6 1 + δ, then R395

is regular.

Proof. By Theorem 3.16, eHK(R) = max{eHK(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. Hence eHK(R) = 1 if and only

eHK(RP ) = 1 for each P ∈ Spec(R) if and only if RP is a regular local ring for each P ∈ Spec(R) by

Lemma 3.19 and part 1 of Theorem 2.1 if and only if R is regular, this proves 1.

For 2, apply Lemma 3.19 and part 2 of Theorem 2.1 to know that for each P ∈ Spec(R) that RP is400

strongly F-regular and Gorenstein, hence R is strongly F-regular and Gorenstein. The proof of 3 is parallel

to that 2. One only needs to reference part 3 of Theorem 2.1 instead of part 2 of Theorem 2.1. Let δ(i) be

a number as in part 3 of Theorem 2.1, that works for rings of dimension i, and let δ = min{δ(i) | i 6 d}. �

4. Global F-signature

Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module. Consider the following sequences of405

numbers.

1. Let ae(M) = frk(F e∗M) be the largest rank of a free summand appearing in the various direct sum

decompositions of F e∗M . Then ae(M) 6 rank(F e∗M) 6 rank(M)peγ(R) = O(peγ(R)).
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2. Let ãe(M) be the largest min-rank of a projective summand appearing in various direct sum decom-

positions of F e∗M . Then ae(M) 6 ãe(M) 6 rank(F e∗M) 6 rank(M)peγ(R) = O(peγ(R)).410

Remark 4.1. If R is local, then ae(M) = ãe(M) and s(M) = lime→∞ ae(M)/peγ(R). If R is non-local, then

Serre's Splitting Theorem, Theorem 2.11, shows that for each e > 0 we have ae(M) 6 ãe(M) 6 ae(M) + d.

Hence the limit lime→∞ ae(M)/peγ(R) exists if and only if the limit lime→∞ ãe(M)/peγ(R) exists. Moreover,

if the limits do exist then their limits are equal.

We also remark that ae(M) can be equivalently de�ned as the largest rank of free module F for which415

there exists an onto map M → F . This de�nition has the bene�t that it does not require one to consider

all direct sum decompositions of F e∗M to compute ae(M) and therefore s(M). However, the validity of

considering various direct sum decompositions is established in Theorem 4.13.

If R is F-�nite, not necessarily local, and M is a �nitely generated R-module, we de�ne

s(M) = lim
e→∞

ae(M)

peγ(R)
.

We show in Theorem 4.7 that the limit s(M) exists, and we call it the global F-signature of M . Note that,

when R is local, this is the usual de�nition of F-signature of a module M .420

Remark 4.2. Suppose that R is an F-�nite ring. The existence of a �nitely generated R-module M and

e > 0 such that ae(M) > 0 implies ae(R) > 0. In particular, R is reduced. Recall the notation ZR =

{P ∈ Spec(R) | α(P ) + ht(P ) = γ(R)} from Section 3. Observe that, if ZR 6= Spec(R), then for any �nitely

generated R-module M and any P /∈ ZR we have ae(M) 6 ae(MP ) 6 O(pe(γ(R)−1)). It follows that, in

this case, s(M) = 0 for any �nitely generated R-module M . These observations allow us to reduce our425

considerations to the scenario that R is reduced and ZR = Spec(R). In particular, Assh(R) = Min(R).

Suppose that R is an F-�nite reduced ring, and let M be a �nitely generated R-module. For each

P ∈ Spec(R), we see ae(M) 6 ae(MP ). Now further assume that ZR = Spec(R). Then if there exists

P ∈ Spec(R) such that s(MP ) = 0 then s(M) exists and is equal to 0. If this does not hold, then R is

strongly F-regular and hence a direct product of integral domains by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. We therefore430

reduce many considerations in this section to the case that R is a domain.

Lemma 4.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring of �nite Krull dimension. Let M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 be a right

exact sequence of �nitely generated R-modules. Then frkR(M) 6 frkR(M ′) + µR(M ′′) + dim(R).

Proof. For each P ∈ Spec(R), frkRP (MP ) 6 frkRP (M ′P ) + µRP (M ′′P ), see [31, Lemma 2.1]. In particular,

frkR(M) 6 frkRP (M ′P ) + µR(M ′′) for each P ∈ Spec(R). By Theorem 2.11 there is a prime P ∈ Spec(R)435

such that frkRP (M ′P ) 6 frkR(M ′) + dim(R). Therefore frkR(M) 6 frkR(M ′) + µR(M ′′) + dim(R). �
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Lemma 4.4. Let R be an F-�nite ring and let M,N be two �nitely generated R-modules isomorphic at each

prime P ∈ Assh(R). Then ae(M) = ae(N) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. There are two right exact sequences M → N → T1 → 0 and N → M → T2 → 0 such that

(T1)P = (T2)P = 0 for each P ∈ Assh(R). By Lemma 4.3

|ae(M)− ae(N)| 6 max{µ(F e∗T1) + dim(R), µ(F e∗T2) + dim(R)}.

The result follows from Lemma 3.2. �

Corollary 4.5. Let R be an F-�nite ring and 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 a short exact sequence of �nitely440

generated R-modules. Then ae(M) = ae(M
′ ⊕M ′′) +O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. Without loss of generality, one may assume that R is reduced. In particular, M is isomorphic to

M ′ ⊕M ′′ at all P ∈ Assh(R), and the result follows by Lemma 4.4. �

Example 4.6. As with global Hilbert-Kunz, one cannot expect s(M1 ⊕M2) = s(M1) + s(M2). Let R =

Fp × Fp, M1 = Fp × 0, and M2 = 0 × Fp. Observe that γ(R) = 0. Hence s(M1) = s(M2) = 0 whereas445

s(R) = 1.

Theorem 4.7. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module. Then the limit s(M) =

lime→∞ ae(M)/peγ(R) exists. Moreover, there exists a constant C ∈ R such that for each e ∈ N, ae(M) 6

s(M)peγ(R) + Cpe(γ(R)−1).

Proof. Without loss of generality, one may assume that R is reduced and α(P ) + ht(P ) = γ(R) for each

P ∈ Spec(R). By considering a prime �ltration of M , repeated use of Corollary 4.5 allows one to reduce all

considerations to the scenario that M ∼= R/Q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R/Q` where Qi ∈ Min(R). As R is a reduced and

α(P ) + ht(P ) = γ(R) for each P ∈ Spec(R), there is a short exact sequence

0→ F∗M →M⊕p
γ(R) → T → 0

so that TQ = 0 for each Q ∈ Min(R). For each e ∈ N

ae(M
⊕pγ(R)

) 6 ae+1(M) + µ(F e∗T ) + dim(R)

by Lemma 4.3. By Corollary 3.2 there is a constant C ∈ R such that µ(F e∗T ) 6 Cpe(γ(R)−1). Note

pγ(R)ae(M) 6 ae(M⊕p
γ(R)

), dividing the above inequality by p(e+1)γ(R) and applying crude estimates,

ae(M)

peγ(R)
6

ae+1(M)

p(e+1)γ(R)
+
C + dim(R)

pe
.

The theorem follows from [31, Lemma 3.5]. �450
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Lemma 4.8. Let R be a Noetherian ring of �nite Krull dimension, of any characteristic. Suppose that M

is a �nitely generated R-module. Then for each n ∈ N,

| frk(M⊕n)− n frk(M)| 6 ndim(R).

Proof. It is clear that n frk(M) 6 frk(M⊕n). By Theorem 2.11 there exists a P ∈ Spec(R) such that

frk(MP ) 6 frk(M) + dim(R). Hence frk(M⊕n) 6 frkRP (M⊕nP ) = n frk(MP ) 6 n frk(M) + n dim(R). �

Theorem 4.9. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M a �nitely generated R-module. Then ae(M) = s(M)peγ(R) +

O(pe(γ(R)−1)).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R is reduced and α(P ) + ht(P ) = γ(R) for each

P ∈ Spec(R). As in the proof of Theorem 4.7, we may assume M ∼= R/Q1⊕· · ·⊕R/Q` where Qi ∈ Min(R).

In this case, there is a short exact sequence

0→M⊕p
γ(R) → F∗M → T → 0

so that TP = 0 for each P ∈ Min(R). For each e ∈ N

ae+1(M) 6 ae(M
⊕pγ(R)

) + µ(F e∗T ) + dim(R)

by Lemma 4.3. By Corollary 3.2 there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each e ∈ N µ(F e∗T ) 6 Cpe(γ(R)−1).

Hence by Lemma 4.8,

ae+1(M) 6 pγ(R)ae(M) + Cpe(γ(R)−1) + pγ(R) dim(R) + dim(R).

Dividing by p(e+1)γ(R) and applying a crude estimate shows

ae+1(M)

p(e+1)γ(R)
6
ae(M)

peγ(R)
+
C + 2 dim(R)

pe
.

The theorem follows from Theorem 4.7 and [31, Lemma 3.5]. �455

Lemma 4.10. Let R be an F-�nite ring of dimension d and M a �nitely generated R-module. For each

e ∈ N choose a decomposition F e∗M
∼= R⊕ne ⊕Me such that Me does not have a free summand. There exists

Q ∈ Spec(R) such that frk(F e∗MQ) 6 ne + d.

Proof. By Theorem 2.11 there is a Q ∈ Spec(R) such that frk((Me)Q) 6 d. The desired result now follows

since frk(F e∗MQ) = ne + frk((Me)Q). �460

Lemma 4.11. Let R be an F-�nite ring of dimension d and let M be a �nitely generated R-module. For

each e ∈ N choose a decomposition F e∗M
∼= Ωe ⊕Me such that Ωe is projective of min-rank me and Me does

not have a projective summand. Then there exists Q ∈ Spec(R) such that frk(F e∗MQ) 6 me + dim(R).
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Proof. By Theorem 2.11 there is a Q ∈ Spec(R) such that frk((Me)Q) 6 d, else Me has a free, and hence

projective, summand. The desired result now follows as in Lemma 4.10. �465

Lemma 4.12. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = Spec(R) and M a �nitely generated R-module. For

each e > 0, let Qe ∈ Spec(R) be such that ae(MQe) = min{ae(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. Then both
ae(MQe )

peγ(R) and

s(MQe) converge to min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} as e→∞.

Proof. Since ZR = Spec(R), the F-signature function Spec(R) → R sending P 7→ s(RP ) is lower semi-

continuous by [32, Theorem 6.4]. Therefore there exists Q ∈ Spec(R) such that s(MQ) = inf{s(MP ) |

P ∈ Spec(R)}. By [32, Theorem 5.6] the functions se : Spec(R) → R sending a prime P 7→ se(MP ) =

ae(MP )/peγ(R) converge uniformly to their limit, namely s : Spec(R) → R sending a prime P 7→ s(MP ),

the F-signature of MP . Let ε > 0 and e0 � 0 such that for e > e0, |se(MP )− s(MP )| < ε/2 for every

P ∈ Spec(R). Then for e > e0

s(MQ) 6 s(MQe) < se(MQe) + ε/2 6 se(MQ) + ε/2 < s(MQ) + ε/2 + ε/2 = s(MQ) + ε.

The lemma now follows. �

Theorem 4.13. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = Spec(R), and M a �nitely generated R-module.470

Then the following limits exist:

1. s(M) = lim
e→∞

ae(M)

peγ(R)
,

2. s(M) = lim
e→∞

ãe(M)

peγ(R)
, where ãe(M) is the largest min-rank of a projective summand appearing in various

direct sum decompositions of F e∗M ,

3. lim
e→∞

ne
peγ(R)

, where ne is the rank of a free direct summand of F e∗M appearing in a choice of decompo-475

sition F e∗M
∼= R⊕ne ⊕Me, where Me has no free summand,

4. lim
e→∞

me

rank(F e∗R)
, where me is the min-rank of a project summand Ωe of F

e
∗M appearing in a choice of

decomposition F e∗M
∼= Ωe ⊕Me, where Me has no projective summand,

5. lim
e→∞

ae(MQe)

peγ(R)
, where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

ae(MQe) = min{ae(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

6. lim
e→∞

s(MQe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

ae(MQe) = min{ae(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

Moreover, all of the above limits agree, with common value being min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

Proof. The existence and agreements of the limits in (1) and (2) is the content of Theorem 4.7 and480

Remark 4.1. The existence and agreements of the limits in (5) and (6) is the content of Lemma 4.12.
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The proof of the theorem is easily reduced to showing the convergence of the sequences in (3) and (4) to

min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. Let Qe ∈ Spec(R) be as in Lemma 4.12. Then by Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11,

ae(MQe) 6 ne + d and ae(MQe) 6 me + d. Observe that me, ne 6 ae(MQe). Therefore ae(MQe )−d
peγ(R) 6

ne
peγ(R) 6

ae(MQe )

peγ(R) and ae(MQe )−d
peγ(R) 6 me

peγ(R) 6
ae(MQe )

peγ(R) . By Lemma 4.12, ne
peγ(R) and me

peγ(R) must converge to485

min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. �

Corollary 4.14. Let R be an F-�nite ring such that ZR = Spec(R), and let M be a �nitely generated

R-module. Then s(M) = min{rankRP (MP ) s(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. In addition, if R is a domain, then

s(M) = rankR(M) s(R).

Proof. By Theorem 4.13, s(M) = min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. For each P ∈ Spec(R), s(MP ) =490

rankRP (MP ) s(RP ), and the �rst claim follows. If R is a domain, we have that rankRP (MP ) = rankR(M)

for any P ∈ Spec(R). Thus, in this case, we have s(M) = rankR(M) min{s(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}, which is

rank(M) s(R) by a repeated application of Theorem 4.13. �

Theorem 4.15. Let R be an F-�nite ring.

1. If ZR = Spec(R) then s(R) = 1 if and only if R is regular.495

2. If ZR = Spec(R) then s(R) > 0 if and only if R is strongly F-regular.

3. There is a number δ > 0, depending only on the dimension of R, such that, if R is an F-�nite ring of

dimension dim(R) 6 d and s(R) > 1− δ, then R is regular.

Proof. The ring R is regular if and only if for each Q ∈ Spec(R) the local ring RQ is a regular local ring.

The local ring RQ is regular if and only if s(RQ) = 1 by part 3 of Theorem 2.5. By Theorem 4.13 this will500

happen if and only if s(R) = 1 under the assumption ZR = Spec(R).

For 2, an F-�nite ring is strongly F-regular if and only if each localization of R at a prime ideal is strongly

F-regular. This is equivalent to s(RQ) > 0 for each Q ∈ Spec(R) by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. This is equivalent

to s(R) = min{s(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} > 0

To prove 3 let δ(i) be a number as in Theorem 2.7, that works for rings of dimension i, and let δ =505

min{δ(i) | i 6 d}. Without loss of generality, we may assume s(R) > 0, thus we may assume that ZR =

Spec(R). If s(R) > 1 − δ, then s(RP ) > 1 − δ for each P ∈ Spec(R). It follows that RP is regular for each

P ∈ Spec(R), that is, R is regular. �

Example 4.16. If ZR 6= Spec(R), i.e., if there exists P ∈ Spec(R) such that α(P ) + ht(P ) 6= γ(R), then

s(R) = 1 is not equivalent to R being regular and s(R) > 0 is not equivalent to R being strongly F-regular.510

Let R = Fp×Fp(t). Then R is regular, hence strongly F-regular. But α(P )+ht(P ) varies at the two di�erent

prime ideals of R, hence s(R) = 0 by Remark 4.2.
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4.1. Global F-signature of a Cartier subalgebra

In what follows, R is an F-�nite ring and D is a Cartier subalgebra. Given a choice of direct summandM

of F e∗R, with splittingM ⊆ F e∗R→M , we say that a summand N ofM is a D-summand if N ∼= R⊕n is free515

and the natural projection map F e∗R→M → N is a direct sum of elements of De. The choice of isomorphism

N ∼= R⊕n does not change whether or not N is a D-summand. We denote by a(M,D) the largest rank of a

D-summand appearing in various direct sum decompositions of M . Recall that a(F e∗R,D) = aD
e (R) is the

usual eth Frobenius splitting number of the pair (R,D), see Section 2.

Lemma 4.17. Let R be an F-�nite ring and M be a direct summand of F e∗R. Suppose that x ∈M and that520

(Rx)Q ⊆MQ is a DQ-summand for each Q ∈ Spec(R). Then Rx ⊆M is a D-summand.

Proof. Our assumptions allow us to �nd s1, . . . , sn ∈ R such that (s1, . . . , sn) = R and such that (Rx)si ⊆

Msi is a Dsi -summand. After replacing si by powers of themselves, we can �nd ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ∈ De such that

ϕi(x) = si. There are elements r1, . . . , rn ∈ R such that r1s1+· · ·+rnsn = 1. Let ϕ = r1ϕ1+· · ·+rnϕn ∈ De,

then ϕ(x) = 1. �525

Lemma 4.18. Let R be an F-�nite domain and D a Cartier subalgebra. For each e ∈ ΓD , let Qe ∈

Spec(R) be such that ae(RQe ,DQe) = min{ae(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. Then the sequence se(RQe ,DQe)

converges to a limit as e ∈ ΓD →∞. Moreover, if (R,D) satis�es condition (†), then the limit converges to

min{s(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

Proof. By [32, Theorem 6.4], there is a constant C ∈ R such that for each e, e′ ∈ ΓD and each P ∈ Spec(R),

se(RP ,DP )− se+e′(RP ,DP ) <
C

pe
.

It follows that, for each e, e′ ∈ ΓD , we have

se(RQe ,DQe) 6 se(RQe+e′ ,DQe+e′ ) 6 se+e′(RQe+e′ ,DQe+e′ ) +
C

pe
,

and we conclude that the limit lime→∞ se(RQe ,DQe) exists by [31, Lemma 3.5].530

Now assume that (R,D) satis�es (†). Then the functions se : Spec(R)→ R, de�ned as Q 7→ se(RQ,DQ),

converge uniformly to their limit, namely s : Spec(R) → R sending a prime Q to the the F-signature

s(RQ,DQ) of the pair (RQ,DQ). This allows one to proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.12. �

We say that a projective summand Ω of F e∗R is a D-summand if a(ΩQ,DQ) = rank(ΩQ) for each

Q ∈ Spec(R). We call a projective summand Ω of F e∗R a free D-summand if Ω is free and a D-summand.

Let ae(R,D) be the largest rank of a free D-summand appearing in various direct sum decompositions of

F e∗R, and denote by ãe(R,D) the largest min-rank of a projective D-summand appearing in various direct

sum decompositions of F e∗R. We de�ne the global F-signature of the pair (R,D) as

s(R,D) = lim
e∈ΓD→∞

ae(R,D)

peγ(R)
.
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We show the existence of this limit in the following theorem, and we relate it with other limits as in

Theorem 4.13.535

Theorem 4.19. Let R be an F-�nite domain of dimension d and let D be a Cartier subalgebra. Then the

following limits exist:

1. s(R,D) = lim
e∈ΓD→∞

ae(R,D)

peγ(R)
,

2. lim
e∈ΓD→∞

ãe(R,D)

peγ(R)
,

3. lim
e∈ΓD→∞

ne
peγ(R)

, where ne is the rank of a free D-summand of F e∗R appearing in a choice of decompo-540

sition F e∗R
∼= Rne ⊕Me where Me has no free D-summand,

4. lim
e∈ΓD→∞

me

peγ(R)
, where me is the min-rank of a project D-summand Ωe of F

e
∗R appearing in a choice

of decomposition F e∗R
∼= Ωe ⊕Me where Me has no projective D-summand,

5. lim
e∈ΓD→∞

ae(RQe ,DQe)

peγ(R)
, where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

ae(RQe ,DQe) = min{ae(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

Moreover, all of the above limits agree. If (R,D) satis�es condition (†), then all the above limits equal

min{s(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.545

Proof. The convergence of the limit in (5) is the content of Lemma 4.18. Suppose that ne and me are as in

(3) and (4). Then Theorem 2.13 easily implies that me 6 ae(RQe ,DQe) 6 me + d and ne 6 ae(RQe ,DQe) 6

ne+d. It follows that the limits in (1)−(4) all exist and are equal to the limit in (5). If we assume that (R,D)

satis�es (†), then Lemma 4.18 implies that the common limit value is indeed min{s(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

�550

Corollary 4.20. Let R be an F-�nite domain and let D be a Cartier algebra satisfying condition (†). Then

s(R,D) > 0 if and only if (R,D) is strongly F-regular.

Proof. A pair (R,D) is strongly F-regular if and only if for each P ∈ Spec(R) the pair (RP ,DP ) is strongly

F-regular. Positivity of s(RP ,DP ) is equivalent to strong F-regularity of (RP ,DP ) by part 2 of Theorem 2.9.

By [32, Theorem 6.4] and Theorem 4.19 there is a Q ∈ Spec(R) such that s(R,D) = s(RQ,DQ). �555

Corollary 4.20 brings up the following natural question.

Question 4.21. Let R be an F-�nite domain and D a Cartier subalgebra. Is positivity of s(R,D) equivalent

to strong F-regularity of D?

Suppose that R is an F-�nite domain and D a Cartier subalgebra. Suppose that one could show that the

functions se : Spec(R) → R sending P 7→ se(RP ,DP ) converge uniformly to their limit function, namely560
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s : Spec(R)→ R which sends P 7→ s(RP ,DP ). Then one can follow the methods of Theorem 4.13 to establish

s(R,D) = min{s(RP ,DP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}. Such a result would establish a positive answer to Question 4.21.

We therefore ask the following more speci�c question.

Question 4.22. Suppose that R is an F-�nite domain and D a Cartier subalgebra. Do the functions

se : Spec(R)→ R sending P 7→ se(RP ,DP ) converge uniformly to their limit as e ∈ ΓD →∞?565

5. Global F-invariants under faithfully �at extensions

5.1. Global F-signature

We now study the behavior of global F-signature under faithfully �at extensions. Recall that if R is

an F-�nite ring, then we let ZR = {P ∈ Spec(R) | α(P ) + ht(P ) = γ(R)}. Let M be a �nitely generated

R-module. Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.13 combined state that s(M) = 0 if ZR 6= Spec(R), and that570

s(M) = min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} if ZR = Spec(R).

Theorem 5.1. Let R → T be a faithfully �at map of F-�nite rings such that ZR = Spec(R) and ZT =

Spec(T ), and M a �nitely generated R-module. Then s(M) > s(M ⊗R T ). If moreover the closed �bers of

R→ T are regular, then s(M) = s(M ⊗R T ).

Proof. By Theorem 4.13, s(M) = min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} and s(M ⊗R T ) = min{s(M ⊗R TQ) | Q ∈575

Spec(T )}. Let P ∈ Spec(R) be such that s(M) = s(MP ) and let Q ∈ Spec(T ) be such that Q ∩R = P . By

Theorem 2.8, s(MP ) > s(M ⊗R TQ), hence s(M) > s(M ⊗R T ).

Suppose that R→ T has regular closed �bers and let Q ∈ Spec(T ) be such that s(M⊗RT ) = s(M⊗RTQ).

If m is a maximal ideal of T containing Q, then s(M ⊗R Tm) 6 s(M ⊗R TQ). Thus without loss of generality

we may assume that Q is maximal, thus P = R∩Q is maximal in R. By Theorem 2.8, s(MP ) = s(M⊗RTQ),580

it follows that s(M) = s(M ⊗R T ). �

Suppose that R→ T is a faithfully �at extension of F-�nite rings satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1.

Example 5.3 below shows that it need not be the case that ae(R)/peγ(R) > ae(T )/peγ(T ), even though the

inequality holds after taking limits. One should compare this to the local situation in Theorem 2.8. Before

providing such an example, we �rst discuss the existence of an F-�nite regular ring R such that F e∗R is not585

free. The class of examples we discuss were already known to exist by experts.4

Example 5.2. If R is a regular F-�nite domain, then F e∗R need not be free as an R-module. Let k be

an algebraic closed �eld of characteristic p, X an elliptic curve over k, as in [19, Chapter 4.4], x0 ∈ X be

4The class of examples we discuss in Example 5.2 were communicated to us by Florian Enescu. Florian Enescu learned of

such examples from Mohan Kumar.
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a chosen point for the group law on X, and let K(X) be the function �eld of X. Assume X is ordinary,

that is the Frobenius morphism F : X → X induces an injective map of 1-dimensional vector spaces590

H1(X,OX)→ H1(X,OX). The assumption that X is ordinary guarantees that the map of structure sheaves

OX → F e∗OX is split. Denote by E the cokernel ofOX → F e∗OX . Then E ∼= OX(x1−x0)⊕· · ·⊕OX(xpe−1−x0)

where x0, x1, . . . , xpe−1 are the pe distinct pe-torsion points of X, see [30, Example 2.18, Exercise 2.19] for

further details.

If char k 6= 2 or if e > 0 let U = X − {x1, . . . , xpe−2}. If char k = 2 and e = 1 let U = X − {x2} for some595

point x2 which is not a 2-torsion point of X. As X is a non-singular projective curve, U is an open a�ne

set. Let R = Γ(U,OX) and M = Γ(U,OX(xpe−1 − x0)), then F e∗R ∼= R⊕p
e−1 ⊕M is projective of rank pe.

By examining the peth exterior product of R⊕p
e−1 ⊕M , one sees that F e∗R is a free R-module of rank pe

if and only if M is a free module of rank 1. We claim that M is not free. Else, M is identi�ed with R · f

for some f ∈ K(X). Equivalently, the divisor xpe−1 − x0 is linearly equivalent to 0 on U . As x0, xpe−1 6∈ U ,600

this will imply xpe−1 − x0 is linearly equivalent to 0 on X, contradicting that x0, xpe−1 are distinct points.

Example 5.3. Suppose that R→ T is a faithfully �at map of F-�nite domains. Then it does not necessarily

follow that ae(R)/peγ(R) > ae(T )/peγ(T ) for each e ∈ N, even though the inequality holds after taking

limits. Let R be a Dedekind domain a�ne over the algebraically closed �eld k of characteristic p. Then

F e∗R is projective of rank pe. By [33, Theorem 1], pe − 1 6 ae(R) 6 pe with ae(R) = pe if and only if605

F e∗R is free. Let R be as in Example 5.2, so that F e∗R is not free. Consider the faithfully �at extension

R → R[t] → T = R[t]W where W is the multiplicative set R[t] − ∪m∈Max(R)mR[t]. Observe that T is a

Dedekind domain and F e∗T is projective of rank p2e. By [33, Theorem 1], ae(T ) is either p2e−1 or p2e. Then

ae(R)/peγ(R) = pe−1
pe < p2e−1

p2e 6 ae(T )/peγ(T ).

We now discuss the behavior of global F-signature of F-�nite faithfully �at extensions of rings which

are either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring. Recall that, by [44], given any

d-dimensional local ring (R,m, k) of prime characteristic and a �nitely generated R-moduleM , we can de�ne

a sequence #(F e∗M)/ped that agrees with ae(M)/peγ(R) when R is F-�nite. We still denote an element of

this sequence by se(M), even when R is not F-�nite. Let R be either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type over

an excellent local ring and let M a �nitely generated R-module. We de�ne the local-minimal F-signature of

M as

min{s(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)} = min{rankRP (MP ) s(RP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

and we denote it by sloc(M). We note that such a minimum exists, since in our assumptions the F-signature610

function s : Spec(R)→ R, sending P 7→ s(RP ), is lower semi-continuous by [32, Theorem 5.7]. In particular,

R is strongly F-regular if and only if sloc(R) > 0 by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. Observe that, when R is

F-�nite and ZR = Spec(R), sloc(M) coincides with the global F-signature s(M) de�ned in Section 4. See

Theorem 4.13.
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In Theorem 5.6, we show equality between sloc(M),

sup{sloc(T ⊗RM) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite},

and

sup{s(T ⊗RM) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}.

We begin with a lemma.615

Lemma 5.4. Let R be an F-�nite locally equidimensional ring. Then there is a faithfully �at extension

R→ T with regular �bers such that T is F-�nite, γ(T ) = γ(R), and ZT = Spec(T ).

Proof. By [26, Proposition 2.3], R ∼= T1 × · · · × Tn is a direct product of F-�nite rings such that ZTi =

Spec(Ti). For each 1 6 i 6 n let Ei = Ti[x1, · · · , xγ(R)−γ(Ti)]. Observe that Ti → Ei is a faithfully �at map

of F-�nite rings such that ZEi = Spec(Ei), with regular �bers, and γ(Ei) = γ(R). Let T = E1 × · · · × En620

and R→ T be the natural map. It is easily veri�ed that ZT = Spec(T ). �

We will use Hochster's and Huneke's gamma constructions to prove Theorem 5.6 below. We brie�y recall

some basic properties of gamma constructions, all of which can be found in [20, Section 6]. Suppose that R is

essentially of �nite type over a complete local ring (A,m, k). Let Λ be a p-base for k. For each co�nite subset

of Γ ⊆ Λ, there is an associated F-�nite ring RΓ and faithfully �at purely inseparable ring homomorphism625

R→ RΓ. It follows that Spec(RΓ)→ Spec(R) is a homeomorphism with inverse map P 7→ PΓ =
√
PRΓ.

For every given P ∈ Spec(T ) there exists a co�nite subset Γ0 ⊆ Λ such that PRΓ = PΓ for all co�nite

subsets Γ ⊆ Γ0. Therefore, for every given P and co�nite Γ1 ⊆ Λ, there exists a co�nite Γ2 ⊆ Γ1 such that

PRΓ = PΓ for all co�nite subsets Γ ⊆ Γ2.

Suppose that R is essentially of �nite type over a complete local ring (A,m, k). Let Λ be a p-base630

for k and let Γ ⊆ Λ be a co�nite subset. Then for each P ∈ Spec(R) we have �at map of local rings

RP → (RΓ)PΓ
=: RΓ

PΓ
. Then s(MP ) > s(M ⊗R RΓ

PΓ
), with equality if PRΓ

PΓ
is prime, see Theorem 2.8. We

remark that it is not necessarily the case that there exists Γ ⊆ Λ co�nite such that PRΓ is prime for every

P ∈ Spec(R). Hence one cannot necessarily expect to �nd Γ ⊆ Λ such that s(MP ) = s(M ⊗R RΓ
PΓ

) for

all P ∈ Spec(R). However, we show in Theorem 5.6 below that one can �nd Γ ⊆ Λ such that s(MP ) and635

s(M ⊗S RΓ
PΓ

) are arbitrarily close for all P ∈ SpecR.

Remark 5.5. Let R be either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring and let M

be a �nitely generated R-module. Assume that R → T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite. If sloc(M) = 0

then it easily follows by Theorem 2.8 that sloc(M ⊗R T ) = 0 and therefore s(M ⊗R T ) = 0. If sloc(M) >

0 then sloc(R) > 0 and R is strongly F-regular by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. In particular, R is locally640

equidimensional and if R is F-�nite, the functions se : Spec(R) → R sending P 7→ se(MP ) are lower semi-

continuous by [15, Corollary 2.5 and Remark 5.5]. If R is essentially of �nite type over an excellent local
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ring (A,m, k), then R → Â ⊗A R is faithfully �at with regular �bers, [27, Section 33, Lemma 4]. It follows

by Theorem 2.8 that sloc(R) = sloc(Â⊗AR). In particular, Â⊗AR remains strongly F-regular and therefore

locally equidimensional. Hence se : Spec(R) → R sending P 7→ se(MP ) is lower semi-continuous by [15,645

Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.5]. It follows that if R is strongly F-regular, then for each e ∈ N there exists

Qe ∈ Spec(R) such that se(MQe) = min{se(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

Theorem 5.6. Let R be either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring and M a

�nitely generated R-module. If R is not strongly F-regular then sloc(M) = sloc(M ⊗R T ) = s(M ⊗R T ) = 0

for every faithfully �at F-�nite extension R→ T . If R is strongly F-regular then the following limits exist:650

1. lim
e→∞

se(MQe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

se(MQe) = min{se(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

2. lim
e→∞

s(MQe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

se(MQe) = min{se(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

and they agree with the local-minimal F-signature sloc(M). Moreover,

sloc(M) = sup{sloc(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

= sup{s(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}.

Under the assumption that R is F-�nite,

sloc(M) = max{sloc(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

= max{s(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}.

Proof. By Remark 5.5 we may assume that R is strongly F-regular. For each e ∈ N let se : Spec(R)→ R

be the function sending P 7→ se(MP ) and let s : Spec(R) → R be the function mapping P 7→ s(MP ). The

functions se converge uniformly to s by [32, Theorem 5.6]. It follows that the limits in (1) and (2) exist and

are equal to sloc(M). See Lemma 4.12 for a similar argument.

Let R → T be faithfully �at, with T an F-�nite ring. Let P ∈ Spec(R) be chosen such that sloc(M) =

s(MP ). As R → T is faithfully �at there exists Q ∈ T such that Q ∩ R = P . By Theorem 2.8 s(MP ) >

s(M ⊗R TQ), hence sloc(M) > sloc(M ⊗R T ). If ZT 6= Spec(T ), then s(M ⊗R T ) = 0, see Remark 4.2. Else

ZT = Spec(T ) and s(M ⊗R T ) = sloc(M ⊗R T ) by Theorem 4.13. This shows

sloc(M) > sup{sloc(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

> sup{s(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}.
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Suppose that R is F-�nite. We show the existence of a faithfully �at F-�nite extension R→ T such that655

sloc(M) = s(M ⊗R T ). Since R is strongly F-regular, we have R ∼= D1 × · · · × Dn is a product of F-�nite

domains Di by part 4 of Theorem 2.5. By Lemma 5.4 there exists a faithfully �at extension R → T with

regular �bers, T is F-�nite, and ZT = Spec(T ). In particular, sloc(M) = sloc(M ⊗R T ) by Theorem 2.8. As

ZT = Spec(T ) we see that s(M ⊗R T ) = sloc(M ⊗R T ) by Theorem 4.13.

Now suppose that R is essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring (A,m, k). Let ε > 0. We are660

going to show the existence of a faithfully �at extension R → T such that T is F-�nite and s(M ⊗R T ) >

sloc(M)− ε, which will complete the proof of the theorem. Denote by Â the completion of A with respect to

its maximal ideal. Then R → Â ⊗A R is faithfully �at with regular �bers, [27, Section 33, Lemma 4] and,

by Theorem 2.8, we have that sloc(M) = sloc(Â ⊗AM). Thus we may replace R with Â ⊗A R and assume

that R is essentially of �nite type over a complete local ring.665

Abusing notation, we let (A,m, k) be a complete local ring which R is essentially of �nite type over.

Without loss of generality, assume that ε < sloc(M). Let Λ be a p-base for a coe�cient �eld k ⊆ A. For each

co�nite subset Γ ⊆ Λ let

UΓ = {P ∈ Spec(R) | s(M ⊗R RΓ
PΓ

) > sloc(M)− ε}.

For each Γ, the induced map of spectra Spec(RΓ)→ Spec(R) is a homeomorphism, hence by [32, Theorem 5.7]

the sets UΓ are open. Moreover, if Γ′ ⊆ Γ, then Theorem 2.8 shows that UΓ′ ⊇ UΓ. As Spec(R) is Noetherian,

there exists some co�nite subset Γ ⊆ Λ such that UΓ is maximal. We claim that UΓ = Spec(R). Else, there

exists P ∈ Spec(R) − UΓ. There exists some co�nite subset Γ′ ⊆ Γ such that PRΓ′
= PΓ′ , i.e., PRΓ′

is

prime. In which case, RP → RΓ′

PΓ′ is a faithfully �at local homomorphism whose closed �ber is a �eld. By670

Theorem 2.8, s(MP ) = s(M⊗RRΓ′

PΓ′ ). Therefore P ∈ UΓ′ , and then P ∈ UΓ by maximality. This contradicts

the choice of P . Thus we have s(M ⊗R RΓ
PΓ

) > sloc(M) − ε > 0 for all PΓ ∈ Spec(RΓ), which implies

sloc(M ⊗R RΓ) > sloc(M) − ε. In particular, RΓ is strongly F-regular and is a direct product of F-�nite

domains. By Lemma 5.4 there exists faithfully �at F-�nite extension RΓ → T with regular �bers and such

that ZT = Spec(T ). Hence sloc(M ⊗R RΓ) = sloc(M ⊗R T ) by Theorem 2.8 and sloc(M ⊗R T ) = s(M ⊗R T )675

by Theorem 4.13. Therefore s(M ⊗R T ) > sloc(M)− ε, which completes the proof. �

5.2. Global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity

We now discuss the behavior of global Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity under faithfully �at extensions. Recall

that if R is F-�nite and M a �nitely generated R-module then eHK(R) = max{eHK(RP ) | P ∈ ZR} by

Theorem 3.16.680

Theorem 5.7. Let R → T be a faithfully �at extension of F-�nite rings and let M be a �nitely generated

R-module. If each P ∈ ZR is a contraction of a prime Q ∈ ZT , then eHK(M) 6 eHK(M⊗RT ). In particular,
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if R and T are domains, or more generally if R and T are such that ZR = Spec(R) and ZT = Spec(T ), then

eHK(M) 6 eHK(M ⊗R T ) with equality if the closed �bers of R→ T are regular.

Proof. By Theorem 3.16, eHK(M) = max{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ ZR} and eHK(M ⊗R T ) = max{eHK(M ⊗R TQ) |685

Q ∈ ZT }. Let P ∈ ZR be such that eHK(M) = eHK(MP ). By assumption, there exists Q ∈ ZT such that

Q ∩ R = P . By Theorem 2.2 we obtain that eHK(M) = eHK(MP ) 6 eHK(M ⊗R TQ) 6 eHK(M ⊗R T ).

Now suppose ZR = Spec(R), ZT = Spec(T ), and the closed �bers of R → T are regular. Then there exists

n ∈ Max(T ) such that eHK(M ⊗R T ) = eHK(M ⊗R Tn). Let m be the contraction of n in R, then Rm → Tn is

�at with regular �ber. By Theorem 2.2, eHK(Mm) = eHK(M ⊗R Tn) = eHK(M ⊗R T ). The theorem follows690

since eHK(M) > eHK(Mm). �

Example 5.8. For an arbitrary faithfully �at extension R → T of F-�nite rings, it need not be the case

that eHK(R) 6 eHK(T ). Suppose that R is an F-�nite domain such that eHK(R) > 1. Let S = K[x] where

K is the fraction �eld of R. Take T to be the direct product of rings R× S. Then the natural map R→ T

is faithfully �at and eHK(T ) = 1 < eHK(R).695

Example 5.9. If R → T is a faithfully �at map of F-�nite domains, then it need not be the case that

µ(F e∗R)/peγ(R) 6 µ(F e∗T )/peγ(T ), even though the inequality holds after taking limits. One should compare

this to the local situation in Theorem 2.2. In fact, the same example used in Example 5.3 demonstrates such

phenomena. Suppose that R is a Dedekind domain a�ne over an algebraically closed �eld k of characteristic

p. Then F e∗R is projective of rank pe. Hence by Theorem 2.10, µ(F∗R) is either pe or pe + 1. The case that700

µ(F∗R) = pe corresponds to the case that F e∗R is free and µ(F e∗R) = pe + 1 corresponds to the case that

F e∗R is not free. Suppose that R is as in Example 5.2, that is F e∗R is not free. Consider the faithfully �at

extension R → R[t] → T = R[t]W where W is the multiplicative set R[t] − ∪m∈Max(R)mR[t]. Then T is a

Dedekind domain and F e∗T is a projective T -module of rank p2e. By Theorem 2.10, µ(F e∗T ) is either p2e or

p2e + 1. But µ(F e∗R)/peγ(R) = pe+1
pe > p2e+1

p2e > µ(F e∗T )/peγ(T ).705

Suppose that R is either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring, and M is a

�nitely generated R-module. We de�ned sloc(M) and showed in Theorem 5.6 that if R → T is faithfully

�at and T is F-�nite, then sloc(M) > sloc(M ⊗R T ) > s(M ⊗R T ). Moreover, for ε > 0, there exists R→ T

faithfully �at and F-�nite such that sloc(M) < s(M ⊗R T ) + ε. We now develop an analogous theory for

Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity.710

De�ne the local-maximal Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of M to be

eloc
HK(M) = sup{eHK(MP ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

As the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity function is not upper semi-continuous without the locally equidimensional

hypothesis, there may not be a prime P ∈ Spec(R) such that eloc
HK(M) = eHK(MP ). Suppose that R→ T is
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faithfully �at and T is F-�nite. It easily follows by Theorem 2.2 that eloc
HK(M) 6 eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ). However,

it may be the case that eloc
HK(M ⊗R T ) > eHK(M ⊗R T ) or it may be the case that there is faithfully �at

T → T ′ such that T ′ is F-�nite and eHK(M ⊗R T ) > eHK(M ⊗R T ′), see Example 5.8. Nevertheless, we can715

still develop an analogue of Theorem 5.6 for Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity, but under appropriate hypotheses.

Theorem 5.10. Let R be a locally equidimensional ring which is either F-�nite or essentially of �nite type

over an excellent local ring (A,m, k). Let M be a �nitely generated R-module. Then the following limits

exist:

1. lim
e→∞

λ(MQe/Q
[pe]
e MQe)/p

e ht(Qe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

λ(MQe/Q
[pe]
e MQe)/p

e ht(Qe) = max{λ(MP /P
[pe]MP )/pe ht(P ) | P ∈ Spec(R)},

2. lim
e→∞

eHK(MQe), where Qe ∈ Spec(R) is chosen such that

λ(MQe/Q
[pe]
e MQe)/p

e ht(Qe) = max{λ(MP /P
[pe]MP )/pe ht(P ) | P ∈ Spec(R)}.

All of the above limits agree, with common value being the local-maximal Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity eloc
HK(M).

Under the assumption that R is F-�nite,

eloc
HK(M) = min{eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

= min{eHK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at, T is F-�nite, and ZT = Spec(T )}.

In the case that R is essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring (A,m, k) such that Â⊗AR is locally

equidimensional,

eloc
HK(M) = inf{eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

= inf{eHK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at, T is F-�nite, and ZT = Spec(T )}.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.6, the existence of the limits in (1) and (2) and their convergence720

to eloc
HK(M) is a statement about the uniform limit of semi-continuous functions de�ned on a quasi-compact

topological space. See [32, Theorem 5.6] for necessary details.

Suppose that R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite. It easily follows by Theorem 2.2 that eloc
HK(M) 6

eloc
HK(M ⊗R T ). Moreover, if ZT = Spec(T ) then eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ) = eHK(M ⊗R T ) by Theorem 3.16. Therefore

eloc
HK(M) 6 inf{eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at and T is F-�nite}

6 inf{eHK(M ⊗R T ) | R→ T is faithfully �at, T is F-�nite, and ZT = Spec(T )}.

Suppose that R is F-�nite, we show the existence of a faithfully �at extension R→ T such that eloc
HK(M) =

eHK(M⊗RT ). We are assuming that R is locally equidimensional. Let T be as in Lemma 5.4, that is R→ T
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is faithfully �at, with regular �bers, T is F-�nite, and ZT = Spec(T ). By Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.16,725

eloc
HK(M) = eloc

HK(M ⊗R T ) = eHK(M ⊗R T ).

The corresponding statement in the case that R is essentially of �nite type over an excellent local ring

(A,m, k) such that Â ⊗A R is locally equidimensional follows by standard uses of the gamma construction,

[20, Section 6]. �
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